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We adapt existing phonon heat transport methods to compute the phononic thermal conduc-
tance of metallic atomic contacts during a stretching process. Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics
(NEMD) simulations are used to generate atomic configurations and to simultaneously determine the
phononic thermal conductance. Combining the approach with established electronic structure calcu-
lations based on a tight-binding parameterization allows us to calculate in addition charge transport
properties of each contact geometry within the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism. The method is com-
putationally fast enough to perform a statistical analysis of many stretching events, and we apply it
here to atomic junctions formed from three different metals, namely gold (Au), platinum (Pt) and
aluminum (Al). The description of both phononic and electronic contributions to heat transport
allows us to examine the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz law at the atomic scale. We find that it
is well obeyed in the contact regime at room temperature for Au and Al as far as only electronic
contributions are concerned, but deviations of up to 10% arise for Pt. If the total thermal con-
ductance is studied, deviations of typically less than 10% arise for Au and Al, which can be traced
back mainly to phononic contributions to the thermal conductance, while electronic and phononic
contributions can add up to some 20% for single-atom contacts of Pt.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ongoing miniaturization of electronic devices
promises an increase in speed and efficiency of opera-
tions. The physical limit of this miniaturization is given
by integrated circuits consisting of functional units and
wires made of single atoms. However, at the nanoscale
heat dissipation becomes an increasingly important issue
[1], and thermal management is of high relevance.
In this context, metallic atomic contacts serve as ideal
systems to test charge and energy transport at the atomic
scale [2, 3]. Crucial progress in understanding ther-
mopower [4, 5], heat dissipation [6] and heat transport
[7–9] in these systems has been made in recent years.
The advances enabled tests of the Wiedemann-Franz law
at the atomic scale, where transport is assumed to be
phasecoherent and elastic. In contrast the Wiedemann-
Franz law, which connects electrical and thermal conduc-
tances, has been discovered empirically for macroscopic
systems, where incoherent and inelastic scattering events
also play a role. For metallic atomic contacts of Au and
Pt only slight deviations from it were detected at room
temperature [7].
Experimentally atomic contacts are realized using the
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) technique [7, 8,
10, 11], in which a STM tip is repeatedly dipped into
a substrate and slowly separated again, or the mechani-
cally controllable break junction method [12–14], which
consists of a wire on a flexible sample that is bent until
it narrows to cross sections of single atoms and finally
breaks. A drawback of both methods is that in the con-
tact regime, positions of individual atoms are not under
precise control. For this reason different traces of elec-
trical and thermal conductance versus distance appear,
and data is analyzed statistically in terms of histograms
to identify physical properties [2, 7–9].
To understand the transport properties of atomic con-
tacts, theoretical methods are typically applied to single
junction geometries, which are assumed to correspond to
an experimentally relevant geometry [2, 3]. Theoretical
work that generates a large amount of charge or energy
transport data and analyzes it statistically is still scarce
[5, 15–21].
Recent theoretical work found the phononic contribu-
tion κph to the total thermal conductance κ to be small
(less than 10%) in metallic atomic contacts of the heavy
metals Au and Pt [21]. For the light Al, contributions
of up to 20% were predicted due to the higher Debye
energy ED as compared to Au [21], which increases κph.
For a particular single-atom junction geometry, the ra-
tio κph/κ has even been computed to reach as much as
40% [21], which was mainly due to a suppression of the
electronic transmission and hence the electronic thermal
conductance κel.
Here we extend our previous work [21] in order to study
electronic and phononic contributions to the thermal con-
ductance for a statistically significant set of atomic junc-
tion geometries. For this purpose we combine a NEMD
approach for the determination of junction geometries
and of phonon heat transport properties with a tight-
binding method for the electronic structure description
and subsequent electronic transport calculations [22, 23].
As compared to previous work [15, 16, 21], we are thus
adding here the description of κph. The combined ap-
proach is computationally fast enough to enable the
study of a larger number of junction stretching processes.
In this way, we are not only able to analyze histograms
of the electrical conductance and electronic thermal con-
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2ductance but also of the phononic heat conductance.
We choose the metals Au, Pt and Al due to their dif-
ferent properties. It is well known by now that the elec-
trical conductance G is quantized in atomically thin gold
nanocontacts [24, 25], as a result of s-orbitals being the
main contributors to the transmission [14, 15]. For plat-
inum, the d-orbitals also need to be considered, leading to
a larger conductance than for gold for similar atomic con-
figurations and to no conductance quantization [12, 16].
In aluminum, the p-orbitals show contributions in addi-
tion to the s-orbitals [26, 27]. The electrical transport
properties are by now well understood in contrast to the
thermal transport properties, which became accessible
at room temperature only recently [7–9]. On the side of
heat transport, the different electronic properties of Au,
Pt and Al are expected to be reflected in the electronic
heat conductance. Concerning phonon heat transport
the choice of the metals is also interesting, since the De-
bye energies of Au and Pt of 20 and 25 meV, respectively,
are very similar as well as their atomic mass, while those
of Al of 40 meV is nearly double the size and the atoms
are lighter by a factor of more than 7 [28].
In nanojunctions heat transport via photons may
yield another contribution, beside those of electrons
and phonons discussed here. Indeed evanescent waves
can enhance radiative thermal transport contributions in
nanogaps, as studied in recent experiments [29–31]. Since
we focus in this work on the contact regime and the pre-
cise magnitude depends on assumptions about the macro-
scopic shape of the electrodes [32], we will neglect radia-
tive heat transport. Estimates yield some 10 pW/K for
the photonic thermal conductance [7, 32], which is below
the phononic thermal conductance values obtained here
but may amount to some 1% of κ for typical junction
geometries.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the theo-
retical models used to generate junction geometries and
to describe phonon and electron heat transport are pre-
sented together with the Wiedemann-Franz law. Sec-
tion III discusses the results. For each of the three mate-
rials, Au, Pt and Al, we show a single stretching process
first, followed by a statistical analysis of properties col-
lected from 60 such processes. Finally, we summarize our
conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
We use NEMD simulations to determine atomic config-
urations and phononic thermal conductance values. Uti-
lizing a tight-binding model, we compute the electronic
structure of each junction geometry and derive elec-
tronic transport properties from it within the Landauer-
Bu¨ttiker formalism, namely the electrical conductance
and the electronic thermal conductance. We describe the
details of these procedures in the following.
FIG. 1. Starting configuration for the MD simulations. The
transport in the square-shaped nanowire is oriented along
the (100) crystallographic direction. Interatomic potentials
and lattice parameters are adjusted for the different metals.
Two thermostats are applied to the red and blue reservoir
atoms on the left (L) and right (R) side at actual tempera-
tures TL and TR. The energy changes ∆EL and ∆ER due to
the thermostats are related to the heat transported by the
phononic current Iph. Small atoms surrounding the thermal
reservoir atoms are held fixed. During the simulation, the
“fixed” atoms on the right change their positions at a con-
stant velocity v. The large gray atoms between the thermal
reservoirs are the wire atoms, whose motion is free of external
constraints.
A. Junction geometries
To determine junction geometries, we use NEMD sim-
ulations and the program package LAMMPS [33, 34].
The forces between atoms are parameterized by the
embedded-atom method (EAM) [35], and the potentials
are taken from Ref. [36].
The initial metallic atomic junction configurations are
shown in Fig. 1. These nanowires with a square-like cross
section are oriented along the (100) crystallographic di-
rection and consist of 1126 atoms in total. The 121 large
red and 121 large blue spheres denote atoms of the hot
and cold reservoirs for phonon heat transport simula-
tions, respectively. The thermal reservoirs are 11 atoms
wide and are connected via 226 flexible wire atoms, rep-
resented by the large gray spheres. The five atomic lay-
ers of the wire are narrowing down stepwise towards the
center, so that they are 11, 9, 7, 9 and 11 atoms wide.
Small gray atoms surrounding the reservoirs have fixed
positions and interact with other atoms via their poten-
tial. As depicted in Fig. 1, the reservoirs and surrounding
fixed atom groups are two atomic layers deep. The pur-
pose of the fixed atoms, totaling a number of 2×329, is to
stabilize the geometries of the thermal reservoirs and in
this way mimic the behavior of a semi-infinite crystalline
3electrode. We have varied the size of the thermal reser-
voirs and found no significant changes in the resulting
phononic thermal transport. Relatively small reservoir
sizes are thus chosen in order to decrease computation
times, especially for the electronic structure calculations
to be described later.
The equations of motion of the wire and reservoir
atoms are solved using the Velocity-Verlet integration
method with a time step of 1 fs. Each of the two
reservoirs is kept at a nearly constant temperature of
TL = 330 K and TR = 300 K by a separate velocity
rescale thermostat. The velocity rescale thermostats, as
implemented in LAMMPS, are used because they pro-
vide a stable temperature for different reservoir and wire
sizes and are computationally efficient.
To simulate a junction stretching event, we start as
follows. In the thermal reservoirs and the wire part
velocities of the atoms are selected at random in such
a way that a Gaussian distribution centered at 300 K
is achieved. Accordingly both thermostats are set to
a temperature of 300 K. After an equilibration time of
1 ns thermostat L slowly increases the temperature of
its reservoir from 300 to 330 K over a duration of 1 ns,
while thermostat R remains at the temperature of 300 K.
After an additional equilibration time of 1 ns the stretch-
ing process begins by separating the group of fixed atoms
surrounding the cold reservoir R at a constant velocity
of v = 0.01 m/s from the hot reservoir L. This leads
to a narrowing of the wire and a typical conductance-
displacement trace comparable to those observed in ex-
perimental setups.
B. Phonon transport
The thermostats used in the NEMD simulation rescale
the velocities of the NX atoms considered in reservoir
X = L,R, if the difference between the actual and the
desired temperatures according to the equipartition the-
orem is greater than the predefined window setting of the
thermostat:
〈EX〉 =
〈
NX∑
i=1
mi
2
v2i
〉
=
3
2
NXkBTX . (1)
In the expression EX and TX are the actual energy and
temperature of the reservoir X, vi and mi are the velocity
and mass of the ith particle and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. The rescaling leads to an energy change
∆EX = α〈EX〉
(
1− Tth,X
TX
)
, (2)
where TX is the temperature of the system before the
rescaling and Tth,X is the target temperature of the ther-
mostat. Due to the fraction factor α, the thermostat
does not rescale fully to the desired temperature. (We
choose the settings of the thermostat as window= 0.01 K
and fraction α = 0.8 to allow small fluctuations of the
temperature.) Note that the sign of the energy change
in Eq. (2) is positive, if the system needs to be cooled,
and negative if it needs to be heated. This choice of sign
is consistent with the data output of the thermostats in
LAMMPS.
As visible in Fig. 1, the energy difference −∆EL is sup-
plied to the hot reservoir by thermostat L and −∆ER to
the cold reservoir by thermostat R during each timestep.
The orange arrow indicates the phononic heat current
Iph, which transports energy from the hot (L, red) to
the cold (R, blue) reservoir. We can thus determine the
phononic thermal conductance using Fourier’s law via
κph =
1
2∆t
−∆EL + ∆ER
TL − TR . (3)
We store the energy changes ∆EL,∆ER and temper-
atures TL, TR every 1000 simulation time steps, corre-
sponding to ∆t = 1 ps. Since the fluctuations of ∆EL
and ∆ER are large, we smoothed ∆EL,∆ER, TL, TR by
using a moving average with a Gaussian weight function,
cut off at each side at the standard deviation of 1 ns.
From this data we compute κph via Eq. (3). In order to
compress the data to the 1 ns timestep used in the elec-
tronic transport calculations to be described next, we
performed an arithmetic average over 1 ns around the
time point of the prospective electronic transport calcu-
lation to obtain the final value for κph.
C. Electron transport
To calculate the electronic transport properties, we use
the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker scheme. For a detailed description
we refer to Refs. [3, 15, 16, 21].
In the linear-response regime the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker
formalism states that the electrical conductance is given
by
G = G0K0 (4)
and the electronic thermal conductance by
κel =
2
hT
(
K2 − K
2
1
K0
)
(5)
with
Kn =
∫
dE (E − µ)n τ(E)
(−∂f(E, T )
∂E
)
, (6)
the conductance quantum G0 = 2e
2/h, the electronic
transmission τ(E), and the Fermi function f(E, T ). In
our calculations, we will set the electronic temperature
to the average of the target temperatures of the two ther-
mostats, T = 315 K.
We need to have information about the electronic
structure in order to compute the electronic transmission
τ(E). For this purpose we employ a tight-binding model
[22, 23], which parameterizes the Hamiltonian through
4the Slater-Koster approximation [37]. Since the bulk be-
havior differs from those at surfaces or in nanowires, we
modified the approach to ensure self-consistently a lo-
cal charge neutrality of the wire atoms, as explained in
previous work [15, 16].
For the calculation of the electronic transmission and
hence G and κel we redefine the central “wire” part as
compared to the phonon heat transport calculations dis-
cussed before. For every geometric configuration the cen-
tral part is chosen to consist of the two thermal reservoirs
(red and blue large spheres) as well as the large gray wire
atoms, totaling 468 atoms. The two outer layers of the
fixed atoms on both sides (small gray spheres in Fig. 1, 15
atoms wide or 225 atoms on each side) are assumed to be-
long to semi-infinite, perfect face-centered cubic electrode
crystals. The 104 fixed atoms on each side, surrounding
the colored phonon thermal reservoirs perpendicular to
the heat flow, are ignored for the electronic calculations
to shorten computation times.
D. Wiedemann-Franz law
The empirical Wiedemann-Franz law connects the elec-
trical conductance G with the electronic thermal conduc-
tance κel via
κel = L0TG. (7)
Here the Lorenz number is given by L0 = (pi
2/3)(kB/e)
2
with the elementary electronic charge e = |e|.
Eq. (7) allows to define the quantum of thermal con-
ductance as κ0 = L0TG0. If we use κ0 in the following,
we will set the absolute temperature to T = 315 K, con-
sistently with our choice in Subsec. II C.
In the following we will use the electronic Lorenz ratio
Lel
L0
=
κel
L0TG
, (8)
to discuss the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz law for
our simulations. A value of Lel/L0 = 1 indicates perfect
agreement with it and considers only electronic transport
quantities G and κel. Since in the experiments only the
total thermal conductance κ = κel+κph can be measured,
we also introduce the Lorenz ratio
L
L0
=
κ
L0TG
(9)
to quantify deviations from a “generalized” Wiedemann-
Franz law κ = L0TG due to both electrons and phonons.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present the simulation results for the
three materials Au, Pt and Al. We performed 60 stretch-
ing events for atomic junctions of each metal. Different
junction evolutions were obtained by selecting random
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FIG. 2. Single stretching process for Au. (a) Force acting on
the fixed atoms of the right side (see Fig. 1) as a function of
electrode displacement. (b) Electrical conductance G (blue
squares) and electronic as well as phononic thermal conduc-
tance κel (red crosses) and κph (orange circles) as a function
of electrode displacement. When measured in terms of the
corresponding conductance quanta, G and κel practically co-
incide, as expected by the Wiedemann-Franz law in Eq. (7).
Note that the phononic thermal conductance is magnified by
a factor of 10. The three insets show the narrowest part of
the wire at displacements of 0.90 nm, 1.04 nm and 1.16 nm,
as indicated by vertical grey lines.
initial velocities of wire and thermal reservoir atoms. Af-
ter discussing exemplarily a single stretching process, we
will analyze the 60 junction evolutions and related trans-
port properties statistically.
A. Gold
1. Single stretching process
Fig. 2 shows a single stretching process for a gold nano-
junction. Fig. 2(a) presents the sum of all forces acting
in the direction of the stretching on the fixed atoms that
surround the cold reservoir. Plastic and elastic stages can
be distinguished. During the elastic stages forces build
up, which decrease in plastic stages, when atomic bonds
break and atoms in the junction rearrange. The conduc-
tance G (blue squares), electronic thermal conductance
κel (red crosses) and the tenfold magnified phononic ther-
mal conductance κph (orange dots) versus electrode dis-
placement are depicted in Fig. 2(b). The electrical con-
ductance exhibits a trace with typical features seen in
experimental results [24, 25]. Before junction rupture at
a displacement of 1.16 nm, a plateau at 1G0 can be ob-
served. This plateau is a result of the atomic configura-
5tion shown as an inset on the right. This dimer configura-
tion consists basically of a two-atom chain formed from
the tip atoms of two atomically sharp electrode pyra-
mids that touch each other. Before this last plateau, a
shorter plateau at roughly 2G0 is found. The middle
inset shows the corresponding atomic configuration. At
an even smaller electrode separation, we see a plateau
at a conductance of 4G0. The left inset relates this to
a structure with two pentagonal rings and a single atom
between them.
Measuring G and κel in terms of their respective con-
ductance quanta, we find a nearly perfect match be-
tween both quantities throughout the whole stretching
process. This is expected from the Wiedemann-Franz
law in Eq. (7), if the transmission function τ(E) is weakly
energy-dependent around the Fermi energy, as it is typi-
cally the case for Au atomic contacts [21, 38].
The phononic thermal conductance κph decreases over-
all within the simulation run. For structures with large
narrowest cross sections at small displacements at the be-
ginning of the simulations (not shown here), it shows a
clear saw-tooth-like profile. During elastic displacements
of atoms, the force increases steadily, while the phononic
thermal conductance tends to decrease. For a displace-
ment large enough, the structure then reconfigures, re-
ducing the force and abruptly increasing the phononic
thermal conductance. This can be understood by consid-
ering the force constants, which are changing with inter-
atomic distance for anharmonic potentials. The decreas-
ing force constants lead to a decrease in the phononic
thermal conductance until they are restored again after
the reconfiguration [21]. For the rather elongated struc-
tures shown in Fig. 2 this behavior is, however, not very
pronounced.
Between a displacement of 1.0 nm and the breaking of
the wire at 1.16 nm, two steps in the force trace can be
observed. The first step is accompanied by a reconfigu-
ration of the structure with a conductance of 2G0 to the
dimer structure with a conductance of 1G0. κph follows
this decline in the force more smoothly than κel. The
second step in the force is due to the breaking of the
wire. While the electronic transport properties drop to
zero from a plateau at 1G0 or 1κ0, respectively, κph de-
creases rather smoothly. We note that the behavior of
κph in this case resembles closely the force, which shows
a rather continuous decrease before the point of rupture
in contrast to the sharp drop of the electronic transport
properties. This can be understood by recalling that in
the case of a dimer contact the force and κph will basically
be determined by the mechanical interaction between the
two tip atoms.
The study of Fig. 2 reveals that κph reacts somewhat
differently to certain atomic reconfigurations than κel (or,
equivalently, G), as discussed in the previous paragraph.
Another example can be seen in the range of displace-
ments between 0.80 and 1.04 nm. Here the electronic
thermal conductance κel stays roughly constant at a value
of around 4.5κ0 and then drops rapidly towards 2κ0, with
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FIG. 3. Histograms for Au for (a) the electrical conductance
G, (b) the total thermal conductance κ = κel + κph and in
the inset for κph. We use bin sizes of 0.1G0 and 0.1κ0 for
electrical and thermal conductances, respectively.
the exception of the dip at 0.92 nm. In contrast κph shows
two smaller dips but then remains roughly constant dur-
ing the rapid drop of κel. Fundamentally this behavior
originates from differences in the sensitivity of mechan-
ical interatomic interactions and electronic structure to
atomic junction configurations.
2. Statistical analysis
Let us now take a look at the results of 60 stretching
processes, each of them similar to the simulation run de-
scribed in the previous paragraph. We will analyze these
results statistically in the following.
Fig. 3(a) shows the histogram of the electrical conduc-
tance G, Fig. 3(b) those of the total thermal conduc-
tance κ and in the inset those of the phononic thermal
conductance κph. The histogram for G exhibits a large
peak at 1G0, which corresponds to the plateau at 1G0 for
the single conductance-distance trace in Fig. 2(b) and is
in agreement with experimental results [7, 24, 25]. A
small peak at 2G0 is hardly discernable. Instead it is
more likely in our simulations to find configurations with
conductances centered around 2.7G0. Another area of in-
creased counts is centered at 4.5G0. It stems mainly from
the structures with two pentagonal rings interconnected
by a single atom, discussed in Fig. 2.
The thermal conductance histogram for κ closely re-
sembles those of the electrical conductance G. This can
be anticipated from the single stretching trace, which
showed near perfect proportionality between G and κel,
60
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FIG. 4. Density plots for Au. (a) Electrical conductance G and (b) thermal conductance κ over electrode displacement,
respectively. (c) Phononic thermal conductance κph and (d) Lorenz ratio L/L0 as well as in the inset thermal conductance
κ over electrical conductance G, respectively. For the density plots we use bin sizes of 0.1G0 and 0.1κ0 for the electrical and
thermal conductances, 0.004 for the Lorenz ratio, and 0.01 nm for the displacement bins, corresponding to 1 ns at the chosen
electrode separation speed.
as expected from the Wiedemann-Franz law in Eq. (7),
and only a minor contribution of κph. Fig. 2 indeed shows
that κph is more than an order of magnitude smaller than
κel. In detail we find that peaks in the thermal conduc-
tance histogram are shifted slightly towards larger values
than for G, which we attribute basically to the phononic
contribution.
The phononic thermal conductance κph in the inset of
Fig. 3(b) shows no clear peaks. Instead there are two
broad intervals of high counts centered around 0.13κ0
and 0.37κ0. The latter region results from junctions at
the beginning of the pulling process shown in Fig. 2. The
area around 0.13κ0, on the other hand, originates from
a nearly constant κph while G changes from more than
4G0 to less than 2G0, seen again in Fig. 2. The counts
at values smaller than 0.05κ0 stem mainly from the last
electrical conductance plateau at 1G0 and the smooth
decrease of κph shortly before the breaking of the atomic
wire.
In Fig. 4 density plots of the different transport quanti-
ties are shown. Fig. 4(a) displays the density plot for the
conductance G over the displacement. We find mainly
three areas of increased counts centered at 1G0, 2.7G0
and 4.5G0, as expected from the one-dimensional his-
togram in Fig. 3(a). The preferred configurations for
gold are bridges consisting of pentagonal rings connected
by a single atom [left inset in Fig. 2(b)], structures with
only two or three atoms in the narrowest part [middle in-
set in Fig. 2(b)] and single-atom contacts [right inset in
Fig. 2(b)]. The transitions between these configurations
happen relatively fast on a ns time scale.
Fig. 4(b) shows the total thermal conductance κ over
the displacement. As expected from the histograms in
Fig. 3, the differences between G and κ are only minor
and mainly stem from the small phononic contribution
κph. Since all the major features of Fig. 4(a) can be
recovered, we refrain from discussing them again.
Fig. 4(c) plots κph over G. While the electrode dis-
placement is a measure for the simulation time, G is an
approximate measure of the narrowest cross section of
7the contact. We find that κph shows a weak decrease
with decreasing G for large values (G > 6G0). The de-
crease becomes larger for 4G0 < G < 6G0 in the range of
the pentagonal ring structures. The increased slope sug-
gests a high rigidity of these bridges, since κph decreases
faster with G than for other structures. For smaller G,
the decrease of κph flattens again until κph drops to zero
rapidly at 1G0.
In Fig. 4(d) the density plot of the Lorenz ratio L/L0 is
depicted. For the largest structures at 10G0 it is centered
around 1.04 and increases slightly to 1.05 for smaller
structures between 1G0 and 6G0. The variation of L/L0
increases for narrower wires, and, although still moderate
with 1 ≤ L/L0 ≤ 1.1, in the contact regime it is largest
at 1G0. As can be seen in Fig. 2, while G remains in the
plateau at 1G0, κph varies from 0.1κ0 to 0, which nicely
explains the range of variation of L/L0. We have attained
only few counts in the tunneling regime (corresponding
roughly to the conductance regime 0.1G0 . G . 0.5G0),
so that these phononic properties cannot be discussed re-
liably. It is a regime of strong current interest [29–31],
and further theoretical studies are desirable that take into
account also radiative contributions to the heat trans-
port. Finally, the inset of Fig. 4(d) shows the total ther-
mal conductance κ over the conductance G. In accor-
dance with the results for the Lorenz ratio, κ increases
linearly with G at a slope of L/L0 · κ0/G0.
To summarize, since the electronic transport quan-
tities G and κel show excellent agreement with the
Wiedemann-Franz law, the average deviations of L/L0
from 1 on the order of 5% can be attributed mainly to
phononic contributions. This is compatible with our con-
clusions in Refs. [7, 21] based on density functional theory
and a few selected geometries.
B. Platinum
1. Single stretching process
In analogy to Fig. 2, Fig. 5 shows a single junction
stretching process for platinum. The force in Fig. 5(a) is
higher than for similar structures of gold, as expected,
since platinum is more rigid and has a higher melt-
ing point [28, 39]. Fig. 5(b) shows the electronic and
phononic transport properties G, κel and κph as a func-
tion of electrode displacement. We observe that G and
κel agree less well than for gold, signaling purely elec-
tronic deviations from the Wiedemann-Franz law. This
was also observed in Refs. [7, 21] and can be attributed
to the stronger energy dependence of the transmission
at the Fermi energy due to d states. Similar to Au, κph
shows a somewhat smoother behavior than κel. For in-
stance the drop in κel from 5κ0 to 3.2κ0 is not matched
by κph. Also the steady decrease of κel around a displace-
ment of 0.9 nm is not observed in κph, which just shows
a small dip but an otherwise rather constant value. Since
the d orbitals of platinum, which are not spherically sym-
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FIG. 5. Same results as Fig. 2 but for Pt. The three in-
sets show the narrowest part of the wire at displacements of
0.90 nm, 0.95 nm and 1.00 nm, as indicated by vertical gray
lines.
metric, contribute to the electronic transport [12, 16], the
sensitivity of electronic transport properties to geometric
changes is enhanced as compared to the phononic proper-
ties, which are derived from spherically symmetric EAM
potentials. The last plateau before breaking exhibits a
conductance of approximately 2G0 as in Ref. [12]. It is
higher than for gold, which is again assigned to the d or-
bitals that contribute to electronic transport in addition
to the s orbitals. Similarly to gold, we observe that κph
vanishes in a rather smooth fashion that already sets in
before κel drops to zero abruptly.
2. Statistical analysis
Now we take a look at the statistical results for plat-
inum. Fig. 6 shows the conventional conductance his-
tograms for G, κ and κph. The histogram for G in
Fig. 6(a) features regions of increased counts around 2G0,
3.6G0 and 6.5G0. As can be inferred from the single trace
in Fig. 5, the region at around 2G0 corresponds to single-
atom contacts in monomer (middle inset) and dimer con-
figuration (right inset). The second region, centered at
3.6G0, relates to configurations with two atoms in the
narrowest part, as shown in the left inset of Fig. 5, while
structures at around 6.5G0 exhibit typically 4 atoms at
the narrowest cross section. As for Au, the histogram of
the total thermal conductance κ in Fig. 6(b) shows a sim-
ilar shape as those of G. The histogram of the phononic
thermal conductance κph is rather featureless.
In Fig. 7 the density plots of the various transport
quantities are displayed. In Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) the
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FIG. 6. Histograms as in Fig. 3 but for Pt.
conductance G and the total thermal conductance κ over
the displacement show only small differences. In compar-
ison to gold a larger spread in the transport properties
at a given displacement is evident for platinum.
Fig. 7(c) shows the two-dimensional histogram of
phononic thermal conductance κph versus electrical con-
ductance G. In contrast to the results for gold, κph in-
creases rather linearly with G for all conductances, al-
though with a wide spread.
This spread is also evident from the Lorenz ratio in
Fig. 7(d). Being centered around 1.05 due to a 5% off-
set from 1 by phononic effects, it can vary from 0.9 .
L/L0 . 1.2 for the single-atom contact configurations.
Opposite to Au electronic effects may contribute up to
10% to variations around the mean in Pt, as can be seen
from the electronic Lorenz ratio Lel/L0 [21]. Another
10% of variations comes from the phonons, adding up
to a maximum of 20% difference from the Wiedemann-
Franz law. The inset in Fig. 7(d) visualizes the linear
relationship between κ and G.
C. Aluminum
1. Single stretching process
In Fig. 8 the results of a single stretching process for an
aluminum junction are plotted. Fig. 8(a) shows the force
to be smaller than for gold. In Fig. 8(b), the conductance
G and the electronic thermal conductance κel manifest a
high degree of correlation, meaning that the Wiedemann-
Franz law is well fulfilled. Both G and κel show large
fluctuations. We attribute them to the relative softness
of the material compared to gold and platinum. This
can be quantified by the lowest Young’s modulus in the
set of metals studied or the lowest melting point [28, 39].
For this reason atomic reconfigurations occur easily at
relatively small forces. As compared to Au, p orbitals
contribute strongly to charge transport beside s orbitals.
Similar to the d orbitals in platinum, the p orbitals are
not spherically symmetric and hence the electronic struc-
ture is quite sensitive to changes in the atomic configu-
rations.
As previously observed for Au and Pt, the phononic
thermal conductance κph shows a relatively smooth decay
and no clear correlation with κel. For instance, while
κel decreases significantly from 10κ0 to below 6κ0 in a
range of displacements from 0.9 to 1 nm, κph decreases
to a local minimum and rises again to a similar value as
before. And around the displacement of 1.1 nm κel shows
two peaks, while κph decreases smoothly. We observe
again that κph drops to zero faster than κel, as is evident
before the rupture of the contact.
The middle inset in Fig. 8(b) shows a monomer struc-
ture, which yields a conductance of 2G0. It is realized
throughout the long plateau at 2G0, as also suggested
by the leftmost geometry in the inset of Fig. 8(b) at the
beginning of the plateau. We find only two data points
with a conductance of about 1G0 for the dimer structure
shown as the right inset at a displacement of 1.27 nm.
2. Statistical analysis
Fig. 9 depicts the histograms for the conductance G,
the total thermal conductance κ and the phononic heat
conductance κph. In the histogram for G in Fig. 9(a) the
counts centered at 1.2G0 can be assigned to dimer con-
figurations, as shown in the right inset of Fig. 8(b). Due
to the relative instability of these dimer configurations
at room temperature, the number of data points at this
conductance is very low. Let us note that the absence
of a peak in the electrical conductance histogram around
1G0 is at variance with experimental findings at low tem-
perature [40]. The instability of the dimer structures in
our room-temperature simulations may be a shortcoming
of the chosen standard EAM potential. A larger peak at
2.3G0 originates from monomer configurations, similar to
that shown in the middle inset in Fig. 8(b). The increased
count number at 4.8G0 stems from atomic configurations
with pentagonal rings and a single atom in the middle,
as discussed for Au before.
The histogram for κ in Fig. 9(b) possesses the same
overall shape as the histogram for G. The histogram for
the phononic thermal conductance κph in the inset of
Fig. 9(b) shows no distinct features but a broad distribu-
tion. The maximum of counts around 0.36κ0 is related
to the pentagonal ring configurations.
The analysis in terms of density plots is depicted in
Fig. 10. The conductance G, which is related to the
displacement in Fig. 10(a), shows a large variation for the
different simulation runs in terms of the time point, at
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FIG. 7. Density plots as in Fig. 4 but for Pt.
which contacts narrow and finally break. A large area of
increased counts between displacements of 1.0 and 1.4 nm
at a conductance of around 4.8G0 illustrates the high
probability of formation of the stable pentagonal ring
configurations. It is also well visible that contacts tend
to break at a large cross section and before the dimer
structures with a conductance of around 1G0 are realized.
The total thermal conductance κ in Fig. 10(b) shows
a very similar behavior as G due to a small κph and the
Wiedemann-Franz law. We therefore do not discuss it
any further.
Fig. 10(c) relates κph and G. An interesting feature is
that κph stays basically below 0.1κ0 for G between 1G0
and 2G0. At roughly 2G0 the phononic thermal conduc-
tance suddenly increases rapidly to nearly 0.2κ0. This
suggests a high sensitivity of κph to reconfigurations of
single-atom contacts but we can also relate this observa-
tion to the instability of dimer structures, for which the
phononic transport is clearly reduced. For G > 2.5G0,
κph increases linearly.
The Lorenz ratio in Fig. 10(d) is centered between
1.00 and 1.05 for G < 2G0 and between 1.05 to 1.08
for G ≥ 2G0. In Ref. [21] we have pointed out that the
phononic contribution κph may reach 40% of κel for a
dimer configuration. A main reason for this prediction
is a possible suppression of the electronic transport in
such junction geometries, leading to G ≈ 0.5G0 and a
correspondingly small κel. We could not reproduce this
finding here, as the dimer junctions were too unstable
to yield a statistically significant amount of data points.
The inset of Fig. 10(d) demonstrates the good linear re-
lationship between κ and G with a slope proportional to
L/L0.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a new computa-
tional scheme to study the phonon thermal conductance
of nanojunctions. It is general and can be applied to any
nanosystem, for which interatomic potentials are known.
By combining the NEMD technique with a tight-binding
parameterization and the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism,
we have illustrated its use for the description of trans-
port properties of metallic atomic contacts by investigat-
ing the electrical conductance as well as electronic and
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FIG. 9. Histograms as in Fig. 3 but for Al.
phononic contributions to the thermal conductance. Mo-
tivated by recent experimental tests of the Wiedemann-
Franz law at the atomic scale and at room temperature
[7–9], our main focus was to estimate the contributions
of phonons and electrons to the heat conductance. Our
method proved to be computationally fast enough to per-
form several ten to hundred stretching simulations for
atomic contacts consisting of hundreds of atoms.
Concerning the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz law
in metallic atomic contacts, for Au and Pt we showed
that at room temperature mean deviations due to
phonons are around 5%, in agreement with a previous
density-functional-theory-based analysis [21] and with
experimental findings [7]. Maximum deviations in the
contact region were below 10% for Au mainly due to
phonons but could range up to 20% for Pt. Electronic
and phononic effects are responsible for this enhanced de-
viation in Pt to a similar extent. For Al atomic junctions
we are not aware of any measurements of the thermal
conductance, and our calculations should thus be seen as
predictions. In this case, we found deviations from the
Wiedemann-Franz law to be on average below 8% with
maximum deviations up to around 10%. Previous pre-
dictions of substantial deviations of up to 40% by some
of the present authors [21] could not be confirmed due
to an instability of dimer junction geometries at room
temperature with the chosen EAM potential.
We observe a difference in the sensitivity to atomic re-
configurations between electronic and phononic thermal
transport. Especially for Pt and Al contacts, the elec-
tronic thermal conductance shows more variation than
the phononic thermal conductance. We attribute this to
additional contributions of d and p orbitals to transport,
respectively, which are not spherically symmetric in con-
trast to the EAM potentials used. We also find a rapid
decrease in the phononic thermal conductance contribu-
tions before the final breaking of atomic wires, as sig-
naled by a sharp drop in the electrical conductance. We
attribute it to a weakening of the mechanical coupling
within the wires that sets in already before electronic
overlap is lost and indicates that an atomic contact be-
comes unstable.
In conclusion, the computational approach presented
in this paper reproduces experimental findings for dif-
ferent metals and can be used to make predictions for
unexplored materials. At the same time it is computa-
tionally efficient enough to facilitate a statistical analysis
of charge and heat transport properties.
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